An online class with the screen as your stage and puppets at your kitchen table!

PUPPETRY with METAPHORIC OBJECTS

Metaphor, n. Something regarded as representative or suggestive of something else, esp. as a material emblem of an abstract quality, condition, notion, etc.; a symbol, a token.

5.5 sessions online July 23rd-29th, 2023

Sun July 23rd, 4-6pm
Mon July 24th, 7-9pm
Wed July 26th, 7-9pm
Thurs July 27th, 7-9pm
Sat July 29th, 4-6pm, and
optional 20 minute one-on-one
between 11am and 1pm that day

This class uses toy theater puppetry to explore the metaphors and stories inherent in performing objects and scenery. Over 5.5 sessions we will devise, build, and perform a short puppet show with simple household materials that inspires the imagination of your audience and pokes at their meaning-making nature. With a focus on experimentation, we’ll explore visual storytelling for the stage through design choices and performing movement. Get ready to play, flop, and discover!

$165 To sign up contact Kate Brehm at imnotlost.ny@gmail.com

KATE BREHM directs and designs visual theater with puppets, physical acting, and scenic dramaturgy in NYC. She has taught movement for puppeteers and visual storytelling with puppets at Harvard University, Yale University, Puppeteers of America Festivals, Cave Art Space, and elsewhere. www.katebrehm.com